
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Code : AUBDP1001 

Model              : Flame Resistant PROBAN®   DENIM – 500 GSM 

Approvals        :  EN11612 

 

1. Heat and flame retardant clothing (Jacket & trouser) made of 100% cotton denim fabric.  

2. The fabric /fiber shall be treated with PROBAN®, THPC Technology, licensed by Rhodia Novacare, U.K. The clothing 

shall bear PROBAN® genuine logo.  

3. The clothing shall be of Indigo Blue color with weight shall be 450gms/m2 - 500gms/m2 -14.5oz - Sort no 

9497981. 

4. After 50 cycles of washing with neutral detergent the fabric must retain its fire retardant properties 

5. The fire retardant cloth shall have comfort like air permeability, moisture transmission and shall not cause any 

skin irritation and harmful toxic effect 

6. The cloth shall not give any foul smell; the Tenderer shall confirm this in its offer.  

7. The fabric shall be tested and certified from Indian government recognized lab 

A) Certified From UL Lab – NFPA 2112, Standard on Flame-Resistant Garments for Protection of Industrial Personnel 

Against Flash Fire, 2012 Edition. Certificate No 20120420-MH48197 

 

B) BTTG (UK) a) EN ISO 11611:2007  &  EN ISO 11612:2008  A1,A2,B1,C1,E3 and F1 levels. 

 

1. The jackets shall have 2 (two) patch type pockets on the chest with covering flaps,  and the trousers shall have 

2(two) side pockets and 2(two) patch type  back pockets  with covering flap to prevent entering of splash molten 

metal in the pockets. 

2. All the trims like Zipper, Tape and Velcro etc. should be flame retardant and test certificate of all the trims have to 

be submitted along with the supply. It shall be stitched with flame retardant thread 

3. Fire Retardant jackets and trousers shall be ironed / pressed and packed in the sealed plastic bags. 

4. The suit shall be supplied in size S, M, L, XL, XXL.   

5. We can do the customize garment as per customer requirement. 

 

FLAME RESISTANT DENIM PROBAN SUIT 


